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CARBON SEQUESTRATION IN LOGGED FORESTS:  
SOME RESULTS FROM THE TROPICAL MANAGED FORESTS 
OBSERVATORY
Ervan Rutishauser1,2, Plinio Sist2, TmFO partners3
1CarboForExpert, Genève, CH, er.rutishauser@gmail.com
2CIRAD-UMR B&SEF, Montpellier, FR, er.rutishauser@gmail.com
3(various institutions), TmFO, GFNowadays, human disturbed forests form most of tropical landscapes. Commercial log-ging is often recognized as the main driver of forest disturbances, having profound and long-lasting environmental impacts. If post-logging stand dynamics is documented at a few sites in the Amazon basin, no regional assessment has been carried out yet. Moreo-ver, effects of logging are generally investigated at forest stand level, while impacts at tree level remains poorly addressed. The present contribution will explore the impact of logging (i) at forest stand level on biomass/carbon recovery, and (ii) at tree level, on their morphology. From these results, some perspectives on future tropical forest management are proposed.
SESSION 1-O2 - PRESENT AND FUTURE ROLE OF MANAGED TROPICAL FORESTS
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